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QUESTION 1

A FileMaker Pro 11 database has a script called MyScript that contains only the following script step: 

Install OnTimer Script [Hello World Interval:60] 

From Window_01 the user runs MyScript and then creates a new window (Window_02). From 

Window_02 the user creates a new window ( Window_03). 

What is the status of the script Hello World? 

A. The Hello World script halts immediately when Window_02 opens. 

B. The Hello World script will continue to run on Window_01 and Window_02 and Window_03. 

C. The Hello World script will continue to run on Window_01 but will not run on Window_02 or Window_03. 

D. The Hello World script will continue to run on Window_01 until it triggers for the first time in one of the new windows. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three are necessary to access a FileMaker Pro database hosted via Instant Web Publishing (IWP)? (Choose
three.) 

A. JavaScript enabled in the web browser 

B. a working installation of FileMaker Server 

C. a supported web browser (Firefox, Internet Explorer, or Safari) 

D. at least one user account in the database with the [fmiwp] extended privilege enabled 

E. a web server connected to an authentication server (Apache + OpenDirectory on Mac OS, or IIS + Active Directory
on Windows) 

F. a web server with the correct IWP plugin (mod_iwp for Apache, or the iwp.dll ISAPI filter for IIS) 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true about the Administrator Groups feature in FileMaker Server 11? (Choose two.) 

A. Administrator Groups provide an additional layer of database security. 

B. A given database file may only be part of one Administrator Group at a time. 

C. A user must have full access privileges in a file before being made a member of that file\\'s Administrator Group. 
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D. Administrator Groups may be used to grant additional administrators the ability to open, close and back up specific
sets of hosted databases. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about the sort order of data in portals in FileMaker Pro 11? 

A. If the relationship that defines the portal\\'s record set includes a Sort records setting, unindexed fields in the sort
setting will be ignored. 

B. If the relationship that defines the portal\\'s record set includes a Sort records setting, any sort setting applied to the
portal in Layout mode will be ignored. 

C. If the relationship that defines the portal\\'s record set includes a Sort records setting, the sort setting will be restricted
to field data from the portal\\'s table. 

D. If there are multiple sorted relationships defined between the layout\\'s table occurrence and the portal\\'s table
occurrence, the portal records will be sorted based upon the relationship closest to the portal\\'s table occurrence. 

E. If there are multiple sorted relationships defined between the layout\\'s table occurrence and the portal\\'s table
occurrence, the portal records will combine the Sort records settings of all of those relationships, subsorting by the
relationships closest to the portal\\'s table occurrence. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about overriding the default behavior of the Quick Find box available in the Status
Toolbar? (Choose two.) 

A. The Perform Quick Find custom menu item must be installed. 

B. The Show/Hide Quick Find script step will allow the user to hide the Quick Find box. 

C. The Get( QuickFindText ) function will return the text entered into the Quick Find box. 

D. A Layout based script trigger can be used to override a find request issued from the Quick Find box. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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